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Abstract: Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) increases the abstraction level, thus facilitates the design of complex systems. It is possible to create an executable system from a model enriched with detailed behavior specifications. But the graphical modeling of some system aspects is likely less efficient compared to writing code in a programming language. For method signatures, textual editing includes a few lines of text, whereas modeling requires the separate addition of methods along with their parameters. Therefore, we propose to develop systems by combining the strength of graphical modeling with programming languages by allowing a developer to make changes in either notation and synchronize the result with the other one, respectively. Synchronization between model and code is already supported by existing tools, but often restricted to structural elements that have a 1-1 mapping. The synchronization of additional modeling aspects from the code, notably component based modeling in UML and behavior in form of state-machines, is not supported by the state-of-the-art. In order to enable this synchronization, it is important to reduce the abstraction gap and assure a 1-1 mapping if possible. Our proposition is to perform the synchronization with an extended programming language that provides additional language elements for some UML elements, notably those that do not already exist in object-oriented programming languages. This extension uses built-in language facilities, in case of C++ templates and preprocessor macros, and a design pattern that adds a shadow implementation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) (Selic, 2012) promotes the use of graphical modeling languages to describe software architectures in an abstract way. Abstract models provide an efficient way to manage complexity of large systems. A number of existing approaches in the context of MDE allow to automatically produce implementations from software architecture models.

However, graphical modeling is not always the most efficient way to create a detailed model (Jolak et al. 2017). For some elements such as method signatures, textual editing is much easier. Thus, modeling can become more efficient if there is a mechanism that allows to seamlessly switch between graphical and textual representations, notable code. Furthermore, complex system development often involves different actors who prefer to use various tools to modify model and code. Modifications raise the problem of synchronization of model and code. The synchronization requires to reflect changes in code back to the model.

Reflection of code modifications is relatively easy if there is a direct mapping between modeling elements and associated code fragments. This is the case for UML structural aspects such as attributes, but not for behavior aspects. The reflection becomes in particular difficult, if a model-to-model (M2M) transformation is executed before code generation. For example, the process of producing code from UML state machines consists of a M2M transformation and a basic code generation in case of our tools. The term basic code generation means to generate object-oriented code from an object-oriented UML design in which bodies of class operations are provided as blocks of texts.

In the context of UML-based MDE for reactive systems, we use UML composite structures and state machines to describe software architecture. We identify two issues related to the reflection of code changes to the software architecture model. The
first issue is how to organize code for modeling elements of UML state machines and composite structures since a model element often results in multiple lines of code in different places. The second issue is how to identify code modifications, map and reflect them to appropriate model elements. Both issues are related, since a better organization of the code facilitates the identification of the associated model elements. The main cause of the two issues is that there is a significant abstraction gap between the model elements and code.

In this paper, we extend an existing programming language by adding additional programming constructs for modeling elements that have no representation in code. The additional constructs provide a way for efficiently organizing source code and identifying modified code elements related to modeling elements. Source code using the additional constructs is written in a descriptive way. Furthermore, we provide an in-place text-to-text transformation that acts as a preprocessing step to make the additional constructs executable. Then, we define a reverse engineering process that allows to reflect modified code elements back to model elements.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a motivating example. Section 3 presents the additional programming constructs and how generated code is organized based on the constructs. Section 4 proposes an incremental reverse engineering to propagate code modifications back to model. An evaluation of the approach based on a case study is presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section 7.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, a motivating example is presented. We consider a producer-consumer example, whose architecture model is shown in Fig. 1. This example is fictitiously created for illustration purposes only and it might not fit to realistic usages. The producer sends data items to a first-in first-out component FIFO storing data. The FIFO queue has a limited size, the number of currently stored items (numberOfItems) and the isQueueFull operation for checking whether it is full. The producer sends data items to the queue by using the pPush interface. The isQueueFull operation is embedded directly into the model. However, if there are some bugs in the fine-grained code, programmers might fix them by directly debugging and modifying the generated code. Furthermore, programmers might want to create methods while writing fine-grained code within the generated code for algorithms, for example. The separation of generated code from user-code based on specialized comments is not designed to propagate code modifications back to the model because these modifications are outside of modifiable areas.

Ideally, code can be generated from the architecture model by using a tool such as IBM Rhapsody (IBM, 2016). Fine-grained behavior of operations such as isQueueFull is embedded directly into the model. However, if there are some bugs in the fine-grained code, programmers might fix them by directly debugging and modifying the generated code. Furthermore, programmers might want to create methods while writing fine-grained code within the generated code for algorithms, for example. For those cases, existing approaches cannot propagate code modifications such as creation of methods or attributes back to the model because these modifications are outside of modifiable areas.

The behavior of FIFO is described by a UML state machine as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Initially, the Idle state is active. The state machine then waits for an item to arrive at the fifo port (through the pPush port). The item is then checked for its validity before either adding it to the queue or discarding it (if the queue is full).

Ideally, code can be generated from the architecture model by using a tool such as IBM Rhapsody (IBM, 2016). Fine-grained behavior of operations such as isQueueFull is embedded directly into the model. However, if there are some bugs in the fine-grained code, programmers might fix them by directly debugging and modifying the generated code. Furthermore, programmers might want to create methods while writing fine-grained code within the generated code for algorithms, for example. For those cases, existing approaches cannot propagate code modifications such as creation of methods or attributes back to the model because these modifications are outside of modifiable areas. The separation of generated code from user-code based on specialized comments is not designed to propagate code modifications back to the model. The separation mechanism relies on a code generator that is specialized to recognize the specialized comments and keep the source code segment between them intact (Kelly and Tolvanen, 2007).
3 BIDIRECTIONAL MAPPING AND ORGANIZATION OF GENERATED CODE

This section describes a new approach for organizing generated code in a way intended to support code modifications. The approach is based on extending an existing standard programming language by adding programming constructs for modeling elements that have no direct representation in the code. Notably, in the context of component-based design and the use of UML state machines for describing behaviors of reactive system components, constructs for port, connector, and state machine elements are introduced. The programming language that contains the additional programming constructs is called extended language. This latter term has been first presented in our preliminary work (Pham et al., 2017a). The focus of this paper is on how the extended language organizes the generated code in a way that is easy for programmers to manage and for tools to identify code modifications. Then, the code modifications are propagated back to the model by an incremental reverse engineering. The extended language contains all programming constructs of the standard language plus the additional programming constructs. Code conforming to the extended language is termed extended code.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the extended code corresponding to the UML model from Fig. 1. The code defines higher level elements such as states (line 33) and ports (line 19). But it is not a new language. The extensions are realized with the standard programming language features, notably templates and preprocessing macros. Therefore, the extended code is actually written in a standard programming language file, e.g., .h files for C++ headers and .cpp files for C++ source files. We will later present the additional constructs in more detail along with the example and show how the organization of the extended code enables code modification identification and propagation.

**Port.** A UML port does not have an equivalent element in standard code. In the extended language, we propose programming constructs based on template mechanisms of the standard language corresponding to UML ports. *RequiredPort<T>* and *ProvidedPort<T>* are equivalent to UML uni-directional ports, which have only one required or one provided interface. The *T* template parameter is bound to the interface required/provided by a UML port. *BidirectionalPort<R,P>* maps to UML bidirectional ports, which have one *R* required and one *P* provided interface. A UML port is then transformed into an attribute typed by one of the port templates above.

The constructs enable a code parser to recognize an attribute as a port so that a change propagation mechanism can reflect the port attribute to the model. It means that, the constructs are a means for explicitly relating a code element to an equivalent element at the model level. Existing tools such as Papyrus-RT transform a UML port with a required interface into an attribute typed by the interface. Unless using specialized comments for this transformed attribute, a code parser cannot unambiguously understand it as a port. The ambiguity leads to potential differences between the original model used for code generation and the model recovered from the code. Furthermore, these constructs allow programmers to easily differentiate between ports and actual class attributes.

At the modeling level, the creation of a port requires two steps: (1) create a port and (2) specify the required or provided interface. At the programming level with the extended code, the effort for creating a port is likely less compared to the graphical modeling since a programmer only needs to create an attribute in an object-oriented programming language.

The purpose of adding new programming constructs is to: (1) provide a bidirectional mapping between model and code; (2) allow programmers to better manage the code; and (3) allow programmers to write fine-grained behavior of components using the constructs: programmers can write code to call the methods of a required and/or provided interface of a port. To do it, the port type exposes one or two public attributes: a *requiredInf* attribute (a class attribute in Java or a pointer attribute in C++, e.g.) typed by the required interface of the required or bidirectional port and a *providedInf* attribute typed by the provided interface of the provided or bidirectional port. For example, to call the *push* method implemented by the *FIFO* from the producer, a programmer can write *pPush.push(requiredInf->push(data))* in fine-grained code of the producer.

**Binding.** A binding connects ports on two parts. It is equivalent to a UML connector that can connect two UML ports. A method call to our predefined method *bindPorts* connects two ports. A call of *bindPorts* takes as input two parameters that are port references corresponding to UML ports. For example, lines 7-8 in Fig. 2 show two invocations of *bindPorts* for two connectors. Each of the invocation takes as input two ports (the two ports of the producer and the fifo, for example). Each code class associated with a UML component contains a single configuration (as a method in lines 6-9) having invocations of *bindPorts*. The configuration method is restricted to have only invocations of *bindPorts* for easing change propaga-
class System {
  public:
  Producer p;
  Consumer c;
  FIFO fifo;
  void configuration() {
    ...
  }
  ...
  void sigCheck() {
    //... f
  }
  bool valid() {
    return isValid && isQueueFull();
  }
};

Figure 2: Generated extended code for the producer-consumer example.

Most of existing tools transform a connector into multiple code elements at multiple places: a setter method for the required port, a getter method for the provided port, and a statement calling these methods to assign the required interface attribute of the required port to the appropriate implementation. In these tools, the connector between the pPush ports of the p producer and the fifo channel is transformed into two methods, namely get_pPush and set_pPush, within the Producer and Consumer classes, respectively. Furthermore, a statement p.set_pPush(fifo.get_pPush()) is called within a method of the FIFO class. These elements are familiar to programmers but changing them is not intuitive. In addition, it is not trivial for a code parser to easily recognize this statement as code elements transformed from a connector.

In contrast, using the bindPorts method, programmers only need to manage invocations of this method. A code parser can easily reflect the method calls as connectors at the model level.

Other elements in the UML class diagram in Fig. 1 are mapped to corresponding code elements as they are in industrial tools such as IBM Rhapsody (IBM, 2016). UML parts of a class, e.g. p, fifo, c, are mapped to composite attributes of the corresponding class at the code level, e.g. the System class; the UML operations and properties are mapped to the class methods and attributes, respectively; the UML interfaces (IPush and IPull) are mapped to interfaces in code, e.g. classes with pure virtual methods in C++ at lines 11-17 in Fig. 1.

State Machine. Behavioral programming constructs are proposed corresponding to the UML state machine concepts at the modeling level. The model elements of a UML state machine are transformed into instances of these constructs. As shown in Fig. 2, these behavioral constructs are grouped into three parts: topology, events, and transition table in the extended code.

A topology contains the constructs to describe the state machine hierarchy. The root of the topology is specified via the StateMachine as in Fig. 2. Therefore, a state machine written in this style is easier to maintain and manage than imperative code generated by existing tools such as Papyrus-RT and IBM Rhapsody (IBM, 2016). A StateMachine contains vertexes. Similarly to the concepts of vertexes in UML state machines, a vertex can be either a state, which can in turn contain one or more regions, or a pseudo state. A state can have actions such as entry, exit, and doActivity. Those methods are declared within the state and implemented in the class containing the state machine. For example, the entryCheck and exitCheck actions at lines 34-35 in Fig. 2 are implemented in the FIFO class at lines 52-53. For modification reflection, a method implemented within a class is checked whether its declaration appears within the state machine of the class. If so, the method is understood as an action of the state that declares the method. Using this strategy, the state actions in code can be unambiguously reflected to appropriate model elements.

Each state machine can define multiple events that are processed by it. There are four event types, namely call event, signal event, time event and change event. They are described by the UML specification and out of scope of this paper. Those events are unambiguously mapped to code in a bidirectional way. For example, line 43 in Listing 2 shows a call event that an instance of it is emitted if the associated method push of FIFO is called.

A transition table consists of declarations of transitions of the state machine. Lines 45-49 in Fig. 2 show three transitions. Each transition is identified by a source, a target vertex, an event that triggers it, a guard method and a transition effect. The organization of code for the guard and effect methods are similar to that of state actions: they are declared in the transitions of the transition table and implemented
within the class of the state machine. By this way, the code reflection process can identify which methods of the class of the state machine are part of transitions.

**Transformation as Preprocessing.** The additional constructs are created by means of built-in features, such as macros and annotations, of the standard programming language. Therefore, the extended code is syntactically valid to the standard language and thus compilable by standard compilers such as GCC. However, it is in general not possible to expand the additional constructs to executable code by using these features, e.g., expand some macros for executable code of state machine. In fact, a text-to-text transformation that acts as a preprocessing step takes the extended code into account to produce an additional code, namely delegatee code. The delegatee code and the extended code are then compiled together to create an executable.

Let’s explain more clearly why there is a need to have the transformation. The extended code and the transformation act exactly similar to annotated Java code and a Java annotation processing (Pawłak et al., 2016) in case of Java at compile time. In Java, annotations are means used for embedding metadata in program code and are used as markers for altering the behavior of the annotated program code. Fig. 3 shows how the alteration is realized by generating additional source code based on a set of code generation templates and the semantics of the annotations (Deors, 2011). First, annotated Java source code is parsed for extracting a semantics model of the annotations in the code. Secondly, the annotation processing takes the semantics model and the code generation templates to produce a set of newly generated classes. The final program is composed of the annotated Java code and the generated classes.

Projecting the extended code and the transformation in the paper into the Java annotation processing, the extended code, model semantics, text-to-text transformation and delegatee code correspond to the annotated Java code, the annotation semantics model, the annotation processing and the generated classes, respectively. The difference is that the model elements in the paper have their own semantics and use a set of UML code generation templates for producing the delegatee code.

For state machine elements, we use the set of patterns presented in our previous work (Pham et al., 2017b) because it provides efficient code generation from all state machine elements. For ports and connectors, we reuse the `getter` and `setter`-based patterns of IBM Rhapsody. Thus, the extended code is executable from developer perspectives similarly to the execution of an annotated Java program.

In the next section, we show how modifications in the extended code are propagated by an incremental reverse engineering.

## 4 INCREMENTAL REVERSE ENGINEERING

Modifications in code should be automatically propagated back to the model. This section presents our proposition for dealing with it. Specifically, we propose an incremental reverse engineering (Pham et al., 2016). Incremental reverse engineering is similar to change-driven transformation (Ráth et al., 2009). The latter listens to changes made in a model and uses predefined rules to propagate the changes back to another model. However, change-driven transformation cannot be applied directly to propagate changes in code back to the model because the detection of changes in code is non-trivial. In our approach, we use a File Tracker to detect which code files are changed by developers. The details of our approach are shown in Fig. 4.

The file tracker monitors all extended code files generated from the model. After modifications have been made in the extended code, the tracker returns a list of modified files. We do not allow renaming or deleting a class because doing these modifications at the code level requires doing some additional re-factorings. For example, deleting a class requires re-typing class attributes typed by this deleted class. We believe that working at the model level is more suitable for these modifications because the re-factorings can be done through code re-generation from the modified model.

The modified files and the model are then used as input for reverse engineering to update the model. For each modified file, the incremental reverse engineering for each code element in the file follows a **Update-Create-Delete** strategy described in the following list.

- **Update:** Find a model element matching the code element by using name and type of the code element. If
it exists, use the information of the code element to update the model element. That is, every code element that has its associated model element is considered as updated element regardless of whether it is really modified at the code level. For example, if we modify the entryCheck method body in Fig. 2, the incremental reverse engineering will propagate the changed body to the architecture model as a block of text.

- **Create**: If no matching model element is found, create a model element corresponding to the code element. For example, if a programmer adds a state to the state machine example in Fig. 2, a UML state will be created in the model.
- **Delete**: UML elements (attributes, ports, connectors, methods, state machines, and events), which are not updated or created by the Update and Create actions during the incremental reverse engineering, are deleted. Because it implies that these elements are removed by programmers during code modification (since the Update step does not find these elements).

It is worth noting that a renaming in code will be considered as an addition followed by a deletion at the model level. This detection of renaming is pretty bad since modeling relies on unique references. Therefore, we develop an additional code change listener. This listener only detects renaming of code elements including classes, attributes, methods, and state machine elements. If one of these elements is renamed, the incremental reverse engineering simply updates the corresponding element in the model with the new name. The propagation of rename modifications is executed before the Update-Create-Delete strategy to avoid the detection of renaming changes as above. If an element is renamed at the code level, its corresponding model element is updated with the new name first. Then, in the Update-Create-Delete strategy, the Update action finds the updated model element and the Create and Delete do not have an effect on this element.

In the next section, we describe the evaluation of the approach based on a case study.

---

1 We reflect code modifications to the model to keep it consistent with the code. If a model elements is neither updated nor created from a code elements, it is not consistent with the code, thus should be removed from the model.

2 Ports that are used specifically for exchange data/signals between components. The details of these ports are not presented here due to space limitation.

5 CASE STUDY: LEGO CAR

This section presents the application of the approach to the development of a realistic case study. The objective is to evaluate the feasibility of the approach and the correctness of the reflection of code modifications. Specifically, if generated code in the new code organization approach is modified, can the code modifications be propagated back to the model by the incremental reverse engineering?

The case study is an embedded software for LEGO. The LEGO car factory consists of small LEGO cars used for simulating a real industrial process (CEA LIST, 2016). It is chosen for the evaluation because it is a real world embedded system with enough complexity.

A LEGO car is composed of four modules: chassis, front, back, and roof. Each module consists of five components: Bluetooth communication controller, conveyor, robotic arm, press, and shelf. The behavior of each component is described by a UML state machine. The components communicate with each other through ports. To adopt a fully component-based approach, in the design model, we use service ports and flow ports\(^2\) to connect (call APIs and send signals) the components within a module. Fig. 5 shows the UML composite structure diagram for the front module without showing detailed structures of each of its components. For simplification, only some service ports are shown in the figure.

![Figure 5: Composite structure diagram of the front module for flow ports.](image-url)

In the experimentation, for each code generated from the module design, we added class attributes...
and fine-grained code to each component. Specifically, state actions, transition effects, and class methods are created following the rules described in Section 3. Furthermore, API invocations and exchange of messages/signals between components are realized through the use of service and flow ports and invocations through the required interface of the ports. For example, Fig. 5 shows that the controller provides two interfaces: ILCD and IModule for other components to interact with. Note that, there are other connectors connecting other ports of the components that are not shown in the figure due to space limitation and for simplification.

We generated code from the design and enriched the generated code with fine-grained behavior of methods, state actions and transition effects. We then automatically propagated the code modifications back to the corresponding model by using incremental reverse engineering. We then manually checked the model for updates as follows:

- Are UML properties created in the model corresponding to the class attributes in the code?
- Are UML state actions and transition effects created within the model? Has each a block of text containing the fine-grained code filled in the extended code?
- Are UML operations created in the model corresponding to the class methods in the code?

All of the model elements corresponding in the modified elements in the code were found in the updated model. The resulting compilable code contains on average 12000 lines of code: 11193 for chassis, 12246 for front, 12232 for roof, and 12245 for back. More information about the code is not presented here due to space limitation and can be found at (Pham, 2017). This result assesses that our approach and its implementation can propagate modifications in code back to model.

6 RELATED WORK

Several tools such as Enterprise Architect (SparxSystems, 2016) and IBM Rhapsody (IBM, 2016) support code generation from UML class and state machine diagrams, and reverse engineering from code to UML classes. Reverse engineering support in these tools is not applicable to code generated from UML composite structures and state machines. A few approaches (Chardigny et al., 2008) are able to recover components from object-oriented code, based on heuristic algorithms. However, the recovered models in these approaches are often different from the original models.

Some techniques use specialized comments (Steinberg et al., 2008) such as @generated NOT to preserve code modified by programmers from generated code. However, this approach assures that code modifications are not overwritten during code regeneration, but it is not possible to synchronize model-code. Furthermore, if accidental changes happen to the special comments, modified code cannot be preserved.

Textual modeling languages (TMLs) such as Umple (Badreddin et al., 2014) unify modeling and programming. They provide bidirectional mapping to certain UML elements. The difference to our approach is that the extended code in our approach is valid to programming language code and can be processed by standard compilers such as GCC for C++ while the TMLs are not. In our approach, programmers can use their favorite IDEs while the use of TMLs forces programmers to change their working environment. In (Maro et al., 2015), the authors integrate graphical and textual editors for UML profiles to allow developers to work in both of the representations. However, this approach depends on EMF and embeds all modeling concepts, including classes and attributes, to textual editors while our approach only introduces necessary concepts in order to enable programmers to use their favorite programming language in an MDE context.

The idea of adding more constructs for object-oriented languages is similar to ArchJava (Aldrich et al., 2002). This latter adds structural concepts such as parts and ports to Java to support the co-evolution of architecture structure and Java implementation. However, ArchJava does not provide a mapping between architecture behavior and code. Furthermore, ArchJava is not standard Java and not executed with standard Java Virtual Machine, and facilities of IDEs such as auto-completion are not compatible.

Our approach is inspired by the research challenge proposed by Woods in (Woods and Rozanski, 2010). The author of the latter argues that current practices have a lack of architectural information in the implementation. This lack leads to a series of problems related to software architecture such as outdated architecture description or undesired recovered architecture from code. The author proposes to integrate explicit architectural information into the implementation. A number of benefits of this integration are discussed: (1) keeping implementation aligned with architecture; (2) recovering an intended architecture from its implementation; and (3) reducing the drift between architecture and implementation.
7 CONCLUSION

The development of complex systems involves different actors. The latter use various tools to modify development artifacts, model and code in particular. Modifications of the artifacts raise the problem of synchronizing model and code. Synchronization requires to reflect modifications in code back to model. The paper presented an approach for dealing with this problem in the context of synchronization of software architecture models specified by UML state machines and component-based concepts and code.

The contributions allow programmers to efficiently organize source code, modify it, identify code modifications and automatically propagate it back to the model. The approach is based on additional programming constructs added to an existing programming language and an incremental reverse engineering. The additional constructs allow to unambiguously map code elements back to model elements. The additional constructs are made executable by a text-to-text transformation-based preprocessing step.

The evaluation of the approach is based on a Lego Car Factory as case study. We evaluate the correctness of the incremental reverse engineering if code is modified. The results show that modifications in code can be propagated back to the model. Therefore, developers do not need to manually update model from code.

In future work, we will evaluate how programmers react to the new organized code. We intend to conduct an empirical study and assess the perception of programmers of the additional constructs.
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